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Abstract

Today, the dominant paradigm for congestion control in the Internet is based on the notion of TCP-
friendliness. To be TCP-friendly, a source must behave in such a way as to achieve a bandwidth that is
similar to the bandwidth obtained by a TCP flow that would observe the same Round Trip Time (RTT)
and the same loss rate. However, with the success of the Internet comes the deployment of an increasing
number of applications that do not use TCP as a transport protocol. These applications can often improve
their own performance by not being TCP-friendly, which severely penalizes TCP flows. To design new
applications to be TCP-friendly is often a difficult task.

The idea of the Fair Queueing (FQ) paradigm as a means to improve congestion control was first
introduced by Keshav. While Keshav made a fundamental step toward a new paradigm for the design of
congestion control protocols, he did not formalize his results so that his findings could be extended for
the design of new congestion control protocols. We make this step and formally define the FQ paradigm
as a paradigm for the design of new end-to-end congestion control protocols. This paradigm relies on
FQ scheduling with per-flow scheduling and longest queue drop buffer management ineach router. We
assume only selfish and non-collaborative end users.

Our main contribution is the formal statement of the congestion control problem as a whole, which
enables us to demonstrate the validity of the FQ paradigm. We also demonstrate that the FQ paradigm
does not adversely impact the throughput of TCP flows and we explain how to apply the FQ paradigm
for the design of new congestion control protocols. As a pragmatic validation of the FQ paradigm, we
discuss a new multicast congestion control protocol called packet Pair receiver-driven Layered Multicast
(PLM).
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1 Introduction

Congestion Control has been a central research topic since the early days of computer networks. Nagle
first identified the problems of congestion in the Internet [18]. The fundamental turning point in Internet
congestion control took place in the nineteen eighties. Nagle proposed a strategy based onround robin
scheduling [19], whereas Jacobson proposed a strategy based onSlow Start(SS) andCongestion Avoidance
(CA) [10]. Each of these solutions has its drawbacks: Nagle’s solution has a high computational complexity
and requires modifications to the routers. Jacobson’s solution requires the collaboration of all end users.
The modest performance of the routers and the small size of the Internet community at that time led to the



adoption of Jacobson’s proposal. SS and CA were incorporated into TCP and more than ten years later the
Internet still uses these mechanisms in a somewhat improved form [31].

We define the notion of aParadigm for CongestionControlas a model to be used in designing congestion
control protocols that have the same set of properties. Practically, when one designs a congestion control
protocol with a paradigm, one has the guarantee that this protocol will have the same set of properties as
all the other congestion control protocols designed with this paradigm. The benefits of the paradigm come
from the set of properties it guarantees. However, the tradeoff is that the paradigm imposes some constraints
that must be respected. This notion of a paradigm is not obvious in the Internet. A TCP-friendly paradigm
was implicitly defined and introduced only a few years ago, when new applications that cannot use TCP had
already been developed.

As TCP relies heavily on the collaboration of all the end users – collaboration in the sense of the common
mechanism used to achieve congestion control – the TCP-friendly paradigm was introduced (see [21], [7])
to design congestion control protocols compatible with TCP.

A TCP-friendly flow must adapt its throughputT according to the equation:

T =
C �MTU

RTT �
p
loss

(1)

whereC is a constant,MTU is the packet size used,RTT and loss are the round trip time and loss
rates experienced by that flow. To compute the throughputT , one needs to measure the loss rates and the
RTT . The TCP-friendly equation models the TCP long-term behavior for low loss rate. Padhye et al. [22]
introduced an improved TCP-friendly equation that is a good approximation of TCP long-term behavior,
even for high loss rate.

The throughputT for a TCP-friendly flow must decrease when its loss rateloss increases. However,
this behavior does not suit the needs of many applications. For example, audio and video applications are
loss-tolerant and the degree of loss tolerance can be controlled with forward error correction [3]. While
these applications can tolerate a certain loss rate without a significant decrease in the quality perceived by
the end user, they cannot tolerate frequent variations of throughput. The TCP-friendly paradigm is also not
appropriate for multicast flows as a source-based congestion control scheme for multicast flows must adapt
its sending rate to the slowest receiver (in the sense of the throughput computed according to equation (1)).
A receiver-based multicast congestion control scheme can be TCP-friendly only at the expense of a fine
granularity in the choice of the layer bandwidths [17] [33].

The TCP-friendly paradigm requires thatall the applications collaborate by adopting the same conges-
tion control behavior based on Eq. (1). Given the current size of the Internet [7], such a collaboration can no
longer be assumed. Applications start to use non-TCP-friendly congestion control schemes as they observe
better performance for audio and video applications than with TCP-friendly schemes. However, the bene-
fit reaped by non-TCP-friendly schemes is transitory and an increasing use of non-TCP-friendly schemes
may lead to a congestion collapse in the Internet [18]. Congestion collapse occurs when an increase in the
network load will result in a decrease in the useful work done by the network [7].

It is commonly agreed that router support can help congestion control. However, there are several
concerns about router support. The end-to-end argument [28] is one of the major theoretical foundations of
the Internet. The end-to-end argument states that a service should only be implemented in the network if the
network can provide the full service, or if this service is useful for all clients. Adding functionality inside
the routers must not violate this principle. As TCP is the main transport protocol used in the Internet, router
support must not penalize TCP flows [24]. Moreover it is not clear which kind of router support is desirable:
router support can range from simple buffer management to active networking. One of the major reasons
the research community distrusts network support is the lack of a clear statement about the use of network
support for congestion control.
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One way to use network support for congestion control is to change the scheduling discipline inside the
routers. Fair Queueing scheduling [12] is well known for its flow isolation property. However, the research
community does not agree on the utility of this scheduling discipline for congestion control, even if its flow
isolation property is appreciated, nor on the way to use this scheduling discipline. We strongly believe that
the lack of consensus is due to a fuzzy understanding concerning the properties a congestion control protocol
should have, and how a network, where each node implements FQ, can enforce these properties. The aim
of this paper is to shed some light on these questions. There are several definitions of FQ that can lead to
significantly different behaviors (see [1] or [32] for example). ByFQ scheduling, we mean a per-packet
approximation of a fluid Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS) scheduling; AnFQ policy is a per-flow FQ
scheduling with Longest Queue Drop (LQD) buffer management. AFQ networkis a network where each
router implements a FQ policy.

A user acts selfishly if he tries to maximize his own satisfaction without taking into account other users
(Shenker gives a good discussion of the selfishness hypothesis [30]). The FQ paradigm is based on non-
cooperative and selfish users.

In section 2 we formalize the FQ paradigm for end-to-end congestion control. In section 3, we study the
practical aspects of the deployment of the FQ paradigm in the Internet. Section 4 compares the FQ paradigm
and the TCP-friendly paradigm. Section 5 shows how we place our study compared to prior work, while
section 6 summarizes our findings and concludes the paper.

2 The FQ Paradigm

We formalize the FQ paradigm in three steps.

� First, we define the notion of congestion. Our definition is a slight modification of Keshav’s definition
[12].

� Second, we formulate six properties that an ideal congestion control protocol must meet. These
properties are abstractly defined, i.e., this means they are independent of any mechanism (for instance
we talk about fairness but not about scheduling and buffer management, which are two mechanisms
that influence fairness).

� Third, we give a formal definition of the FQ paradigm for congestion control. We show that almost all
the properties of an ideal congestion control protocol are met by a congestion control protocol based
on the FQ paradigm.

We note that all aspects of congestion control, from the definition of congestion to the definition of a
paradigm to design new congestion control protocols, are addressed with the same formalism. This formal-
ism allows us to carry out a consistent study of the congestion control problem.

2.1 Congestion

Before we can talk about congestion control we must define congestion. Congestion is a notion related
both to user’s satisfaction and to network load. If we only take into account user satisfaction, we can
imagine a scenario where the user’s satisfaction decreases, for instance, due to jealousy and not due to any
modifications in the quality of the service a user receives. For example, user A learns that user B has a better
service and is no longer satisfied with his own service. This situation can not be considered as congestion.
If we only take into account network load, congestion is only related to network performance. However we
insist that one must take into account user satisfaction since a network exists to satisfy users.
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Our definition ofcongestionis: A network is said to be congested from the perspective of useri, if the
satisfaction ofi decreases due to a modification of the performance (bandwidth, delay, jitter, etc.) of his
network connection.

A similar definition was first introduced by Keshav [12] who stated: “A network is said to be congested
from the perspective of useri if the satisfaction ofi decreases due to anincreasein network load”. Our only
one point of disagreement with Keshav is about the influence of network load. He says that only anincrease
in network load that results in a decrease of satisfaction is a signal of congestion, whereas we say that a
modification(increase or decrease) in network load with a decrease of satisfaction is a signal of congestion.
The following example illustrates our point of view.
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Figure 1: Example for the definition of congestion.

Let the scheduling be Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ) [23], let the link capacity be 1 for all the links,
and let the receiver satisfaction depend linearly on the bandwidth seen (see Fig. 1). The flowF1 (sender
S1 and receiverR1) has a weight of 1, the flowF2 (senderS2 and receiverR2) has a weight of 2, the
flow F3 (senderS3 and receiverR3) has a weight of 1. Initially, the three sources have data to send, the
satisfaction ofR1 is 1

3
, the satisfaction ofR2 is 2

3
, and satisfaction ofR3 is 2

3
. ThenS2 stops sending data,

the satisfaction ofR1 becomes1
2

and the satisfaction ofR3 becomes1
2
. This means that the network load

decreases, but the satisfaction ofR3 decreases too. We consider this case as a congestion forR3 according
our definition, while Keshav’s definition does not consider this case as congestion.

In the next section, we will address the properties of what we claim to be an ideal congestion control
protocol. We want such a congestion control protocol to avoid congestion! This is not a trivial statement,
since we want the congestion control protocol to avoid congestion as we have previously defined congestion.

2.2 Properties of an Ideal Congestion Control Protocol

In this section, terms from game theory and microeconomics are used; we define informally the terms used.
Formal definitions can be found in [30]. A network reaches aNash equilibriumif no user can increase his
own satisfaction in an environment where every user acts selfishly. The bandwidth allocation A in a network
is Pareto optimalif there does not exist another bandwidth allocation B such that under allocation B all
users have at least as high a satisfaction as under allocation A and there is at least one user who has under
allocation B a satisfaction that is strictly higher than under allocation A. Autility function formalizes the
degree of satisfaction of a user for a given level of service. For each user, one can define a utility function that
allows the comparison of his satisfaction for different levels of service. However, the scale of satisfaction is
always relative to a given user. Therefore, it is not possible to compare utility functions for different users.

We discuss now a set of six abstract properties that an ideal congestion control protocol must meet.
Whereas at first sight these properties seem similar to the ones given by Keshav [12], they are in fact
fundamentally different. Most of our properties are expressed in well defined mathematical terms (for
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example, Pareto optimality, max-min fairness) which enables us to demonstrate that a congestion control
protocol meets these properties. In this paper, the only assumption we make is that users behave selfishly.
The six properties that define an ideal congestion control protocol are:

Stability Given that each user is acting selfishly, we want the scheme to converge to a Nash equilibrium,
where no user can increase their own satisfaction. This equilibrium makes sense from the point of
view of congestion control stability. Since the existence of more than one Nash equilibrium can lead
to oscillations among these equilibria, the existence and uniqueness of a Nash equilibrium are the
conditions of stability.

Efficiency When the resource allocation is Pareto optimal, no user can have a higher satisfaction with any
other allocation of the resources without decreasing the satisfaction of another user. The notion of
Pareto optimality guarantees the efficiency of a congestion control protocol. The convergence time
of the scheme is another important parameter for efficiency. The faster the convergence, the more
efficient the congestion control protocol. A fast convergence towards a Pareto optimal distribution of
the network resources is the condition of efficiency.

Fairness This is perhaps the most delicate part of congestion control. Many criteria for fairness exist, but
there is no criterion agreed on by the whole networking community. We choose to use max-min
fairness as we consider that this is a reasonable notion of fairness. If we consider for all users a
utility function that is linearly dependent on the bandwidth seen, the max-min fair allocation is Pareto
optimal. If a user has a non-linear utility function, with respect to the bandwidth seen, he will not
be able to achieve his fair share, according to the definition of max-min fairness. Therefore max-
min fairness gives an upper bound on the distribution of the bandwidth: If every user wants as much
bandwidth as he can have, no user will have more than their max-min share. But, if some users are
willing to cooperate they can achieve another kinds of fairness such as proportional fairness [11].

Robustnessagainst misbehaving users. We presume that all users act selfishly. A selfish user must not de-
crease the satisfaction of another user. Moreover, he should not significantly modify the convergence
speed of the scheme. Globally, the scheme must be robust against malicious, misbehaving, and greedy
users.

Scalability The Internet evolves rapidly with respect to bandwidth, size, and the number of users. Inter-
LAN, trans-MAN, and trans-WAN connections coexist. A congestion control protocol must scale
on many axes: from an inter-LAN connections to a trans-WAN connections, or from a 28.8 Kbit/s
modem to a 2.4 Gbit/s line. Moreover, a congestion control protocol must be capable of scaling with
the number of receivers.

Feasibility comprises all the technical requirements. We restrict ourselves to the Internet architecture. The
Internet connects a wide range of hardware and software systems and therefore a congestion control
protocol must also cope with this heterogeneity. On the other hand, a congestion control protocol
must be simple enough to be efficiently implemented. To be accepted as an international standard, a
protocol needs to be extensively studied. Simplicity of a protocol will favor this process.

We claim that these six properties are necessary and sufficient properties to be able to define an ideal
congestion control protocol. These properties cover all aspects of a congestion control protocol, from the
theoretical notion of efficiency to the practical aspect of feasibility. However, it is not clear how we can
design a congestion control protocol that meets all these properties. In the next section, we give a formal
definition of the FQ paradigm for the design of congestion control protocols. We will show that the FQ
paradigm meets five of the six properties of an ideal congestion control protocol as defined in this paper.
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2.3 A Formal Definition of the FQ Paradigm and its Validation

A paradigm for congestion control is a model used to design new congestion control protocols. A paradigm
makes assumptions and under these assumptions we can design compatible congestion control protocols;
compatible means that the protocols have the same set of properties. Therefore, to formally define a
paradigm, we must clearly express theassumptionsmade, and thepropertiesguaranteed by the paradigm.
To be viable in the Internet, the paradigm must be compliant with the end-to-end argument [28]. The con-
gestion control protocols designed with the paradigm must be end-to-end and should not rely on specific
network support. These issues are addressed in this section.

We first give a definition of aFair Queueing policy. A Fair Queueing policy is a per-packet approxima-
tion of a fluid Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS) scheduling [23] with per-flow scheduling and Longest
Queue Drop (LQD) buffer management.

In the remainder of the paper, the termFQ policy always refers to this definition (for brevity we use
the notationFQ instead ofFQ-LQD with per-flow scheduling). There are many approximations of the GPS
scheduling policy (see [23], [5], and [2] for some examples). The better the approximation, the better the
properties guaranteed by the FQ paradigm. The WF2Q scheduling policy [1] is a good approximation of
the GPS fluid model. We introduced the notion of flow in the definition of the Fair Queueing policy. A
user typically has several utility functions, depending on the application considered. We define a flow as a
set of packets that impact only one utility function for a given user. According to this definition, we could
approximate a flow as an application level flow, however, a discussion about the notion of flow is pretty
tricky and orthogonal to our study1.

When defining the FQ paradigm, we make a distinction between the assumption that involves network
support, which we call the Network Part of the paradigm (NP), and the assumptions that involve the end
systems, which we call the End System Part of the paradigm (ESP). The assumptions required for the FQ
paradigm are:

� For the NP of the paradigm we assume aFair Queueingnetwork that means a network where every
router implements a Fair Queueing policy

� For the ESP, the end users are assumed to be selfish and non-cooperative. This is a sufficient but not
a necessary condition. Cooperation among the users is possible if it increases their satisfaction.

We call this paradigm the Fair Queueing (FQ) paradigm, because like the TCP-friendly paradigm, we
use the name of the mechanism central to the paradigm, namely the Fair Queueing policy, to qualify the
paradigm. With the TCP-friendly paradigm, equation (1) guarantees efficiency, stability, and fairness, al-
though not in the sense we defined these three properties in section 2.2. Since TCP guarantees efficiency,
stability, and fairness by only one congestion control mechanism at the end system, compromises among
the three properties are unavoidable. The idea of the FQ paradigm is to rely on the support of the network
to guarantee the properties required for an ideal congestion control protocol as defined in this paper, and to
let the protocol at the end system only address the application’s needs. The FQ paradigm, unlike the TCP-
friendly paradigm, does not make any assumptions about the congestion control mechanism used at the end
systems. The FQ paradigm allows full freedom when designing the ESP part of an end-to-end congestion
control protocol. This characteristic of the paradigm is very appealing and allows a great diversity in the
congestion control mechanisms used.

We now discuss which of the six properties of an ideal congestion control protocol, as previously defined
in this paper, are enforced by the FQ paradigm.

1We would like to point out that neither Fair queueing nor the TCP-friendly paradigm can prevent misbehaving users from using
multiple separate flows to increase their share of resources.
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Stability Under the NP and ESP hypothesis, the existence and uniqueness of a Nash equilibrium is assured
(see [30])and therefore the congestion control protocols designed with the FQ paradigm meet the
condition of stability.

Efficiency Under the NP and ESP hypothesis, even a simple optimization algorithm (like a hill climbing
algorithm) quickly converges to the Nash equilibrium. However, the Nash equilibrium is not Pareto
optimal in the general case. Therefore, the congestion control scheme designed with the FQ paradigm
does not necessarily assure ideal efficiency. If all users have the same utility function, the Nash
equilibrium is Pareto optimal. Ideal efficiency can be achieved with full cooperation of all users (see
[30]), but this is contrary to the ESP assumptions.

Fairness The Fair Queueing policy achieves max-min fairness. Moreover, as a Fair Queueing policy is
implemented in every network node, every flow achieves a max-min fair rate on the long term average
(see [9]). Our NP assumption enforces fairness.

RobustnessUsing a Fair Queueing policy ensures that the network is protected against malicious, misbe-
having, and greedy users (see [5]). In theory, a user could open multiple connections to increase its
share of the bottleneck. However, in practice the number of connections that a single user can open is
limited.

Scalability With the ESP assumption, end users are selfish and non-collaborative. This is clearly a suf-
ficient condition for scalability. On the other hand, the TCP-friendly paradigm relies onall users
collaborating by using the the same mechanism. As the user population increases, the assumption of
collaborating users is obviously much more difficult to achieve than simply letting every user behave
selfishly (as the FQ paradigm does).

Feasibility Today a Fair Queueing policy (HPFQ [2]) can be implemented in Gigabit routers (see [13]).
It is often argued that per-flow scheduling cannot be implemented due to the high number of active
flows crossing a backbone router. However, Kumar et al. [13] argue that there is no need to keep state
for all active flows, but only for those active flows that are currently backlogged. Section 3.2 provides
a discussion on the practical deployment of a Fair Queueing policy in the Internet.

We have presented the assumptions made and the properties enforced by the FQ paradigm. We saw that the
only property the FQ paradigm does not necessarily assure is ideal efficiency.

According to the NP assumption, every network node implements a Fair Queueing policy. This mech-
anism is of broad utility: The Fair Queueing policy allows tradeoff among the three main performance
parameters: bandwidth, delay, and loss (see [23]). This tradeoff cannot be made with the TCP-friendly
paradigm.

The NP contains only the Fair Queueing assumption. In section 3.1 we will show that a Fair Queueing
policy has a positive impact on TCP flows and that it does not violate the end-to-end argument [24]. Issues
related to the practical introduction of the paradigm are presented and discussed in section 3.

The FQ paradigm, like the TCP-friendly paradigm, applies to both unicast and multicast, since the
paradigm does not make any assumption concerning the transmission mode. Moreover, the FQ paradigm
enforces properties that are of great benefit for multicast flows (see section 3.3).

To summarize, we have formally defined a simple paradigm for end-to-end congestion control, called
the FQ paradigm, which relies on a Fair Queueing network and only makes the assumption that the end
users are selfish and non-collaborative. The FQ paradigm, as opposed to the TCP-friendly paradigm, does
not make any assumptions concerning the mechanism used by end users. Whereas the benefits of the FQ
paradigm with respect to flow isolation are commonly agreed on by the research community, its benefits
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for congestion control have been less clear: The ESP of the FQ paradigm gives a lot of flexibility in the
design of end-to-end congestion control protocols tailored to the needs of the application. The NP of the FQ
paradigm allows tradeoff between bandwidth, delay, and loss.

Any congestion control protocol designed according the FQ paradigm will automatically meet at least
five of the six properties of an ideal congestion control protocol as defined in this paper. In section 3.3 we
discuss how to design a new congestion control protocol according to the FQ paradigm.

3 Practical Aspects of the FQ Paradigm

In the previous sections, we gave a formal definition of the FQ paradigm. We now investigate the practical
issues involved with the introduction of such a paradigm in the Internet.

3.1 Behavior of TCP with the FQ Paradigm

In this section we evaluate the impact of the NP assumption of the FQ paradigm on today’s Internet. If
we want to deploy the FQ paradigm in today’s Internet, there is a central question: How will the use of
a Fair Queueing policy that is deployed in all network nodes affect the behavior and performance of TCP
flows? Suter showed the benefits of a FQ policy for TCP flows [32]. While his results are very promising,
they are based on simulations for a very simple topology. We therefore must explore this issue further with
simulations on a large topology.

The generation of realistic network topologies is a subject of active research [6]. It is commonly agreed
that hierarchical topologies better represent a real Internetwork than do flat topologies. We usetiers
v1.1 ([6]) to create hierarchical topologies consisting of three levels: WAN, MAN, and LAN that aim
to model the structure of the Internet topology [6] and we call this Random TopologyRT. We give a brief
description of the topology used for all the simulations. A WAN consists of 5 nodes and 6 links and connects
20 MANs, each consisting of 2 nodes and 2 links. To each MAN, 9 LANs are connected. Therefore, the
core topology consists of5+40+20 �9 = 225 nodes. The capacity of WAN links is 155Mbit/s, the capacity
of MAN links is 55Mbit/s, and the capacity of LAN links is 10Mbit/s. The WAN link delay is uniformly
chosen in [100,150] ms, the MAN link delay is uniformly chosen in [20,40] ms, and the LAN link delay is
10 ms. Each LAN is represented as a single leaf node in the tiers topology. All the hosts connected to the
same LAN are connected to the same leaf node and send their data on the same 10 Mbit/s link.

The Network Simulator NS [20] is considered to be the best simulator for the study of Internet protocols.
We use NS with the topology generated by tiers. For each simulation, we choose either a small queue length
(50 packets) or a large queue length (500 packets) for both the FIFO and FQ queues, this means the FQ
shared buffer is 50 or 500 packets large. The buffer management used with FIFO scheduling is tail drop and
the buffer management used with FQ scheduling is longest queue drop (LQD) with tail drop. The TCP flows
are simulated using the NS implementation of TCP Reno, with a packet size of 1000 bytes and a receiver
window of 5000 packets, large enough not to bias the simulations. The TCP sources always have a packet
to send.

Our simulation scenarios are as follows: We add fromk = 50 to k = 1600 TCP flows randomly dis-
tributed on the topology RT. This means that the source and the receiver of a flow are randomly distributed
among the LANs. For each configuration of the TCP flows, we carry out an experiment with FIFO schedul-
ing and an experiment with FQ scheduling; each time with a queue size of 50 and 500 packets. These
experiments show the impact of the NP assumption on the throughput of unicast flows. All the simulations
are repeated five times and the average is computed over the throughput values obtained during five repe-
titions. All the plots are with 95% confidence intervals. All the TCP flows start randomly within the first
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simulated second and there are no flows arriving or departing during the simulation. Our aim, with this
kind of scenario, is to avoid noise due to dynamic scenarios. At the beginning of a simulation, all the TCP
sources must discover the available bandwidth and there is a high probability that the bottleneck queues
will overflow during a slow start phase. Later, the additive increase, multiplicative decrease mechanism of
TCP leads to an equilibrium where the bottleneck queue overflows during a congestion avoidance phase.
Therefore, the TCP source sees only one loss per TCP cycle.

We compute the mean throughput�Fi seen at the application (this is also sometimes referred to as good-
put) over the entire simulation for each TCP flowi, i = 1; :::; k. We consider three metrics:

� The mean throughput�B = 1

k

Pi=k
i=1

�Fi. �B shows the efficiency of the scheduling discipline from the
point of view of the satisfaction of users if we consider a utility function that is linearly dependent on
the bandwidth seen for each receiver.

� The minimum throughputmini=1;:::;k Fi shows the worst case performance experienced by any re-
ceiver. We say that an allocation is max-min fair if the smallest assigned bandwidth seen by a user is
as large as possible and, subject to that constraint, the second-smallest assigned bandwidth is as large
as possible. (see [9]). Therefore, the minimum throughput shows which scheduling discipline leads
to the bandwidth allocation closest to the max-min fair allocation.

� The standard deviation� =
q

1

k�1

Pi=k
i=1( �Fi � �B)2 gives an indication of the uniformity of the band-

width distribution among users.
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Figure 2: FIFO versus FQ, mean throughput�B for an increasing the number of unicast flowsk =
50; :::; 1600 and for two different queue lengths.

Fig. 2 shows the mean throughput for all receivers as a function of the number of TCP flows. Fig. 2
shows that a larger queue size leads to higher mean throughput. As the buffer size increases, the amount of
time the bottleneck link is fully utilized also increases and therefore the mean throughput will increase.

Fig. 2 shows that FQ scheduling leads to a higher mean throughput than FIFO scheduling. For instance,
for 1000 TCP flows (k = 1000) the mean throughput�B obtained with FQ scheduling is 9% higher than with
FIFO scheduling for both small and large queue sizes. Fig. 2 also shows that for a small number of TCP
flows, the mean throughput obtained with FIFO scheduling is higher than with FQ scheduling. However,
as the confidence intervals largely overlap (the mean value of one measure is contained in the confidence
interval of the other), this result is not statistically significant.
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Figure 3: FIFO versus FQ, increasing the number of unicast flowsk = 50; :::; 1600 and for two different
queue lengths.

Figure 3 shows that FQ scheduling significantly improves fairness among the TCP flows. Fig. 3(a) shows
that FQ scheduling always leads to a lower standard deviation than FIFO scheduling and the minimum
throughput shown in Fig. 3(b) is higher with FQ scheduling than with FIFO scheduling. Therefore FQ
scheduling provides a fairness closer to max-min fairness than FIFO scheduling.

In conclusion, our simulations show that FQ scheduling increases the stability of the system, improves
the speed of convergence toward the equilibrium and the mean throughput of the TCP flows.

3.2 Remarks on the Deployment of the FQ Paradigm

One practical question concerning the FQ paradigm is its deployment in the Internet.
First, one can note that the issues concerning the deployment of the paradigm are only related to the

deployment of theFair Queueingpolicy in the routers. The deployment of end-to-end protocols is not an
issue due to the NP assumption, since the paradigm does not constrain the end system. One can easily
develop an end-to-end congestion control protocol for a new application and distribute this protocol with
the application. One can develop end-to-end congestion control protocols for existing applications, thereby
incrementally upgrading these applications without negative impact on the other applications. In fact, those
which use the new protocol will see a significant enhancement in performance, whereas others, which have
not been upgraded will not see a significant modification in their performance. Therefore the FQ paradigm
allows an incremental deployment of new end-to-end protocols. This is not the case with the TCP-friendly
paradigm, since it relies heavily on the collaboration ofall end users. In the case of a collaborative paradigm,
if one wants to add a new congestion control protocol, one must implement the same mechanism as in
previous congestion control protocols. If one wants to change this mechanism, it must be changed in every
end user, which is not feasible.

Second, the deployment of the NP requires that every router implements a Fair Queueing policy. If we
deploy an end-to-end protocol without the NP assumption, we will almost certainly penalize applications
that follow the TCP-friendly paradigm. Deploying the NP on the entire Internet seems unrealistic. However,
the Internet is an interconnection of Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and we can exploit this fact: Each
ISP has the full control of its network and can offer specific services on that network, independently of
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the rest of the Internet. For example, some ISPs have started providing multicast functionality inside their
network, whereas the Internet as a whole, is still not multicast capable2. ISPs are operating in a competitive
environment that forces them to innovate and improve the service offered to the customers. In the past,
ISPs have continuously upgraded the capacity of their links and, for example, installed caches to improve
their service. If an ISP has installed caches, its clients will find the Web documents they access with a
probabilityP (whereP ranges between 0.5 and 0.7 according to [27]) in the ISP’s cache. Upgrading all
the routers within an ISP with aFair Queueingpolicy will give a number of immediate benefits. Whenever
a document is in the cache or on a server directly connected to the same ISP, customers surfing on the
Web will experience a higher TCP throughput (around 10% higher, see section 3.1) and therefore shorter
down-load times. If the ISP is also multicast capable, its clients can also use new end-to-end protocols that
significantly improve the performance of the multicast connection, such as PLM [16]. The deployment of
the FQ paradigm will be far easier for a new ISP that has no existing legacy infrastructure.

Given that the applications that use the FQ paradigm are deployed onlyinsidean ISP, the deployment of
the FQ paradigm can be incremental. For an ISP, upgrading all its routers with Fair Queueing is a substantial
investment. However, the fact that this investment will improve the quality of the service can be a significant
commercial argument. Therefore, ISPs have a financial interest in the deployment of this paradigm.

3.3 PLM: A Pragmatic Validation of the FQ Paradigm

In this section we explain how to apply the FQ paradigm for the design of a new congestion control protocol
through an example: PLM. PLM stands forpacket Pair receiver-driven Layered Multicast. We only provide
an overview of the PLM protocol, which is described in detail in [16]. PLM is based on a cumulative layered
scheme and on the use of the packet pair mechanism to infer the bandwidth available at the bottleneck in
order to decide the appropriate layers of which to subscribe. PLM assumes that the routers are multicast
capable, but does not make any assumption on the multicast routing protocol used. PLM is receiver-driven,
so the burden of the congestion control mechanism is on the receiver’s side. The only assumption we make
about the sender is that he has the ability to send data via cumulative layers and to emit packets in pairs
for each layer. The Packet Pair (PP) bandwidth inference mechanism introduced by Keshav [12] allows an
explicit estimate of the available bandwidth to be obtained. Keshav showed that when one sends a PP, that
is, two packets sent as fast as possible (back-to-back), onto a network where every router implements the
Fair Queueing policy, the packets of the PP will be spaced out at the receiver by the available bandwidth on
the path between the source and the receiver. The PP bandwidth inference mechanism is simple and does
not have the drawbacks of the bandwidth inference mechanisms based on congestion signals such as loss.
For PLM, at the receiver, we simply collect the PP estimates of the available bandwidth and add or drop
layers according to these estimates. We do not add any mechanism to improve stability or fairness and PLM
does not use any complex filtering mechanisms.

Our evaluation of the PLM protocol [16] showed that PLM meets most of the requirements of an ideal
congestion control protocol as defined in this paper. PLM is stable, the receivers quickly converge to the
available bandwidth and do not suffer from pathological oscillations. PLM is efficient and tracks the avail-
able bandwidth with no loss induced; even in an environment with self similar and multi-fractal traffic. PLM
is fair with the other PLM sessions and with TCP. It is robust against misbehaving sources and is scalable
because of the cumulative layered architecture. Finally, PLM is practically feasible and is a very simple
protocol.

We show in [15] that the two most popular cumulative layered multicast congestion control protocols
RLM [17] and RLC [33] suffer from pathological behaviors and that PLM outperforms both of them. In fact,

2We note similarities in the deployment of the multicast functionality per ISP and the deployment of the FQ paradigm per ISP
as both require that all the routers support the respective capability.
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most of the problems in RLM and RLC come from the bandwidth inference mechanism that must guarantee
properties such as efficiency, stability, and fairness. The bandwidth inference mechanism of RLM and RLC
is based on a congestion signal, such as loss. However, loss as a congestion signal has many weaknesses:
the bottleneck queue must overflow and loss does not give information about the available bandwidth.

4 The FQ Paradigm versus the TCP-friendly Paradigm

TCP, which has been the main congestion control protocol for many years, has indisputably contributed to
the stability and the efficiency of the Internet. However, every new congestion control protocol deployed in
the Internet must be TCP-friendly.

Both the TCP-friendly and the FQ paradigms allow to design end-to-end congestion control protocols
that are compatible with TCP. A paradigm is only a formal way of defining how to design congestion control
protocols. To compare two paradigms we must look at the properties of the protocols designed with these
paradigms. We compare the congestion control protocols according to the properties of an ideal congestion
control protocol as defined in this paper. The results are summarized in Table 1 where a “+” sign indicates
which paradigm outperforms the other one for a given property.

Properties FQ paradigm TCP-friendly
paradigm

Stability + �
Efficiency + �
Fairness + �

Robustness + �
Scalability � �
Feasibility � +

Table 1: The FQ paradigm versus the TCP-friendly paradigm.

Since the TCP-friendly paradigm does not make any assumption about the scheduling discipline, it
achieves neither ideal stability nor ideal efficiency as defined in this paper. With selfish users, only a Fair
Queueing policy can lead to ideal stability and in some cases to ideal efficiency [30]. In general, the FQ
paradigm does not lead to ideal efficiency. However, the FQ paradigm allows a tradeoff among the perfor-
mance parameters: bandwidth, delay and loss, which is impossible with the TCP-friendly paradigm. The
TCP-friendly paradigm does not lead to ideal fairness, as the fairness of this paradigm is biased by theRTT .
The weak point of the TCP-friendly paradigm is its lack of robustness: It relies on the collaboration of end
users. Both the TCP-friendly paradigm and the FQ paradigm are scalable.

The TCP-friendly paradigm is the most feasible paradigm because it does not require any modification
to the existing Internet. The weak point of the FQ paradigm is feasibility since it requires a modification of
the scheduling inside routers. We argued in section 3.2 that the deployment of the FQ paradigm is feasible
per ISP and that ISPs have a financial interest in this deployment.

The FQ paradigm is an appealing model since, with reasonable support from the network, it considerably
simplifies the design of new congestion control protocols. On the other hand, the design of new congestion
control protocols with the TCP-friendly paradigm is one of the most complex problems in networking.
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5 Prior Work

There is surprisingly little literature on congestion controlparadigms. Most of the studies are about how to
design TCP-friendly end-to-end congestion control schemes. See [8], [7], and [25] for unicast congestion
control, and [17] and [26] for multicast congestion control.

Keshav [12] was the first to make a fundamental step towards a new paradigm for the design of con-
gestion control protocols based on the assumption of an FQ network. While we agree with him on many
points, our approach to the problem is fundamentally different. Keshav’s aim was to study the problems of
congestion control and to present a new unicast congestion control scheme as a solution. He introduced the
idea of using a FQ policy inside the network in order to improve its own unicast congestion control protocol.
However, he did not generalize his findings to the design of arbitrary congestion control protocols. We have
introduced the formalism required to generalize Keshav’s FQ paradigm to the design of new end-to-end
congestion control protocols.

Shenker applies game theory to study congestion control [30]. He shows that one can achieve, with
selfish and non-collaborative users, a congestion control that has a set of desired “good” properties. The
only requirement is to have a scheduler with afair share allocation function, such as an FQ scheduler.
Shenker shows the benefits of the fair share policy for congestion control, but he does not clearly identify the
properties of an ideal congestion control protocol, as defined in this paper and does not define a paradigm
for designing congestion control protocols. Our formal definition of the notion of congestion and of the
properties of an ideal congestion control protocol, as well as that of the FQ paradigm allows us to apply
Shenker’s result to demonstrate the validity of the FQ paradigm.

Lefelhocz et al. discuss a new paradigm for best effort congestion control [14] and provide an interesting
discussion of the question: “Why do we need a new paradigm?” The solution proposed is a set of four
mechanisms required for congestion control: scheduling, buffer management, feedback and end system
adjustment. These mechanisms meet the FQ paradigm requirements: the scheduling and buffer management
are part of what we call the Network Part; and the feedback and the end system adjustment are part of what
we call the End System Part. Our study shows why these mechanisms are sufficient. We also show that
selfish and non-collaborative end users can achieve nearly ideal congestion control. In their study, Lefelhocz
et al. explain why theybelievethe four mechanisms are necessary and sufficient, we develop the formalism
needed toshowwhy they are necessary and sufficient. Our results can be seen as an extension of their study.

Suter et al. shows the benefits of FQ scheduling with appropriate buffer management for TCP flows
[32]. Their discussion about the influence of the buffer management on the efficiency of an FQ per-flow
scheduling policy very much inspires our definition of the policy that must be used with the FQ paradigm.
However, their evaluation is based on very simple scenarios. We extend their study to a large topology and
point out the most important issue with a FQ policy and TCP flows: that an FQ policy improves the stability
and the speed of convergence toward an equilibrium of a system composed of TCP flows.

Servetto and Vetterli [29] study the problem of video multicast over an FQ network. They propose that
the source sends, independent of the current network conditions, at a rate higher than its fair share. The
routers then use FQ to drop the ”excess” traffic and protect the competing flows due to the isolation property
of FQ. However, the authors fail to address the problem that sources that determine their rate independent
of network conditions may cause a congestion collapse of the network due to packets dropped inside the
network before they reach their final destination [7].

Another way to design a paradigm for congestion control is the Diffserv or Intserv paradigm. There is
active research on these topics, but to the best of our knowledge, there is no study similar to ours with these
paradigms. Moreover the Diffserv and Intserv paradigms lead to much more complex mechanisms than the
FQ paradigm. For example these paradigms are not viable without pricing (see [4]). We believe that even in
a network with quality of service, a best effort class will always be popular and useful. The FQ paradigm is
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a paradigm for best effort networks and, in particular, it applies to a best effort class.

6 Conclusion

We formalized the FQ paradigm for end-to-end congestion control protocols. This paradigm relies on a Fair
Queueing network and makes the assumption that end users are selfish and non-collaborative. Whereas the
FQ paradigm is commonly agreed to possess interesting properties, the research community has no clear
understanding of what precisely these properties are.

Our study shows that the FQ paradigm provides a basis for designing congestion control protocols
tailored to application needs. We do not propose replacing or modifying TCP; instead, we propose an al-
ternative to the TCP-friendly paradigm which makes it possible to designnew, efficient congestion control
protocols compatible with TCP. It is important that the FQ paradigm does not violate the end-to-end argu-
ment due to the network support required. The network support that consists in changing the scheduling
and buffer management in the routers is of broad utility. We demonstrate that the Fair Queueing policy sig-
nificantly improves the performance of TCP connections and consequently, does not violate the end-to-end
argument [24]. While one part of our results is implicitly addressed in previous work (in particular [12] and
[30]), we go beyond animplicit definition of the problem to anexplicitand formal statement of the problem.
Moreover, we show how to apply the FQ paradigm for the design of new congestion control protocols and
we discuss the PLM protocol that is a pragmatic validation of the FQ paradigm.

The main strength of the FQ paradigm isthe separation of the requirements imposed by the network
and of the requirements of the end system. There is no restriction on the end system when designing a new
congestion control protocol and the FQ paradigm guarantees almost all the properties of an ideal congestion
control protocol as defined in this paper. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to define the properties
of an ideal congestion control protocol and to define a FQ paradigm for the design of end-to-end congestion
control protocols with such a formalism. Further, we demonstrate the validity of this paradigm, in reference
to the definition of the properties of an ideal congestion control protocol.

The second part of our study concerns practical aspects relating to the introduction of the FQ paradigm
in the Internet. Our simulations on a large topology demonstrate the benefits of the Fair Queueing policy
for TCP flows. The Fair Queueing policy improves the stability of a system of TCP flows and increases the
mean throughput of the TCP flows compared to the FIFO scheduling policy. As indicated, the incremental
deployment by a single ISP will yield immediate benefits to the ISP’s clients.
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